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Abstract
• The objective was to optimise the strategy for maintaining the genetic balance in long-term breeding
where the grandparents contribute equally to the breeding population, but the parents do not.
• The annual genetic progress under a budget constraint was compared for a number of scenarios.
The factors considered were: genetic parameters, recruitment population size, mating number per
grandparent, cost of plants and parents, selection age and time components. Phenotypic selection
forward was assumed. Using more parents than grandparents aﬀects the testing population only, thus,
gene diversity loss and breeding population size remain constant.
• Using larger number of parents than grandparents was a superior strategy at all scenarios tested.
The strategy with 6 parents per grandparent and 1% of the tested plants selected on their phenotype
at age 15 for further mating is recommendable. The strategy to choose 6 parents per grandparent was
robust over a heritability range 0.05 to 0.2. At a higher heritability, the optimum number of parents
per grandparent was 2 to 4.
• Using larger number of parents than grandparents has the potential to improve annual genetic gain
in the magnitude of 50% compared to the strategies currently used for Scots pine in Sweden.
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Résumé – Eﬃcacité de la stratégie de sélection où les grands-parents – mais pas les parents –
contribuent également à l’amélioration de la population.
• L’objectif était d’optimiser la stratégie pour le maintien de l’équilibre génétique dans une sélection
à long terme où les grands-parents, mais pas les parents, contribuent également à l’amélioration de la
population.
• Le progrès génétique annuel sous une contrainte budgétaire a été comparé pour un certain nombre
de scénarios. Les facteurs considérés sont les suivants : les paramètres génétiques, la taille de la population de recrutement, le nombre de croisements par grand-parent, le coût des plants et des parents,
l’âge de sélection et les composantes temporelles. La sélection phénotypique précoce a été prise en
charge. Utiliser plus de parents que de grands-parents a seulement un eﬀet sur la population d’essai,
donc, la perte de la diversité génétique et la taille de la population améliorée restent constantes.
• L’utilisation d’un plus grand nombre de parents que de grands-parents est une stratégie supérieure
pour tous les scénarios testés. La stratégie avec 6 parents par grands-parents et par 1 % des plants
testés sur leur phénotype à l’âge de 15 ans par croisement supplémentaire est recommandable. La
stratégie du choix de 6 parents par grand-parent a été robuste sur une échelle d’héritabilité de 0,05 à
0,2. Lors d’une héritabilité plus élevée, le nombre optimal de parents par grand-parent était de 2 à 4.
• L’utilisation d’un plus grand nombre de parents que de grands-parents a le potentiel d’améliorer le
gain génétique annuel de l’ordre de 50 % par rapport aux stratégies utilisées actuellement pour le pin
sylvestre en Suède.
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1. INTRODUCTION

a less balanced selection among families, and that is to use a
larger testing population to compensate for a higher degree of
unbalance among the parents, but keep the grandparental contributions equal (Lindgren et al., 2008). This strategy turned
out to have a large potential to generate genetic gain per breeding cycle. However, to eﬃciently utilise this potential, optimisation of common long-term breeding scenarios as well as
information about its limits and robustness are needed.
Relations with grandparents are familiar and easily visualized and understood. For most breeding programs, which have
passed their infancy, the initial selections are either parents
or grandparents to the testing population, thus there is a little need to go longer back in the ancestry. Grandparents can
be reasonably well recorded; to go longer back in the ancestry is often administratively, pedagogically and by conception
diﬃcult. For numeric and administrative computing and analyses, it is probably suﬃcient to go back to grandparents to get
acceptable accuracy. If relating to founders instead of grandparents, it could be diﬃcult to quantitatively define the diﬀerences in unbalance in a practical way in advanced generations.
The objective of this study was to investigate eﬃciency of
the strategy with relaxed parental but balanced grandparental
contribution to a range of circumstances relevant for practical forest tree breeding with special reference to Scots pine in
central Sweden.

The response to selection in a population with a family
structure can be maximised by combined index selection or by
more sophisticated indices assigning a value to the relatives
(Falconer and McKey, 1996). However, much weight on family values will often lead to an unacceptably low gene diversity
and a high degree of relatedness, at least when applied to forest
tree breeding (e.g. Wei, 1995). Long-term breeding requires
eﬀorts to maintain gene diversity in the breeding stock. This
can be achieved by making the parental genetic contributions
similar and in its extreme case it could be visualised as withinfamily selection. Swedish conifer breeding has basically applied a strategy of an equal parent contribution to the breeding
population and in multi-generation simulations it turned out to
be a sustainable strategy not much improved by a higher representation of the better parents (Rosvall, 1999). Equal parental
contributions are made at the cost of genetic gain, what calls
for improvements of these strategies to maximise the genetic
gain per unit of the gene diversity lost (Lindgren, 2005).
“Balanced selection” is used in the meaning that ancestors
contribute equally to the following generation of the breeding
population, e.g. Sanchez (2000) used it in this meaning but
restricted the balance to the parents. The specific circumstance
our study is focusing on is that the parental contributions to the
next generation testing (candidate) population are variable, but
the grandparent contributions are balanced.
Kerr et al. (1998) introduced methods for considering the
relatedness of the candidates used in animal breeding into forest tree breeding. The strategies were compared for gain over a
number of generations with a testing population of 6 000 trees
per generation where selection was mainly on breeding values obtained by proper weighting of phenotype and relatives.
Parents, matings and generation shifts were assumed free in
terms of resources, but there was a penalty on the genetic gain
for the increase in inbreeding similar to the penalty of group
coancestry used by Lindgren and Mullin (1997). The number
of parents, their contributions, their mates and the progeny size
are generated by algorithms and generally not predefined.
In Swedish Scots pine breeding program the diversity is
maintained mainly by keeping the breeding population size at
50 in a balanced mating and selection design (Hannrup et al.,
2007; Rosvall, 1999) so each parent contributes two oﬀspring
to the next generation. An unbalance was allowed at the initiation of breeding only, when the founders with high breeding value were allowed to contribute to the future breeding
(Ruotsalainen, 2002).
As regards the benefit per unit of time, clonal testing appears as the most eﬃcient long-term cycling strategy, but
when the cloning is not possible as for Scots pine, a twostage cycling strategy of phenotypic pre-selection followed
by progeny testing seemed advantageous (Danusevičius and
Lindgren, 2002). A cycling strategy based on phenotypic selection has its advantages. It is simple and fast. It is preferable
to a progeny-test strategy if heritability is high or budget is low
(Danusevičius and Lindgren, 2002; Hannrup et al., 2007).
There is at least one alternative to keep the loss of gene diversity per generation at the same level while benefiting from

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS
2.1. The grandparent-balance strategy
The Swedish Scots pine breeding program was chosen as
a case of long-term breeding strategy (described by Hannrup
et al., 2007). The traditional parent-balance strategy is here
represented by cycles with single-pair mating (SPM) and balanced within-family selection forward of the two best phenotypes within each family as parents for the next cycle matings (Fig. 1 left). We used SPM for convenience of calculation
and mating type is not a basic feature of the strategy. To facilitate the interpretation of the results between the SMP and
other mating strategies, we expressed the number of parents
per grandparent instead of per family (to obtain number of parents selected within each family PGP is multiplied by 2 with
SPM).
The suggested improvement of the above given “parentbalance” strategy is the “grandparent-balance” strategy where
the new idea is to mate more than two parents from each family and so generate additional genetic gain (Fig. 1 right). The
balance is maintained so that the grandparents have equal representation in the breeding population at a certain time, but the
parents need not be equally represented in the breeding population even if they become equally represented in retro-respect
when they become the grandparents.
The breeding population size of the grandparent-balance
strategy is the same as of the parent-balance strategy (Fig. 1),
however, if the balance is kept among the grandparents instead of parents, more families can be created and tested in the
parental generation. The improved strategy can be considered
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Figure 1. Two balanced breeding strategies are compared. A sub-line initiated by four founders is shown. The connected lines show the pairs
mated. To the left “parent-balance” strategy with within-family selection only, where two families are created and after testing the two best
individuals in each are mated. To the right “grandparent-balance” strategy with both within- and among-family selection, where four but smaller
families are created and after testing the best two individuals in each of the two best families are mated.

as a type of combined selection, where the phenotype of an individual is considered for selection but also information about
the family and its parents is available. However, to simplify
calculations, the selection is done in tandem, first families and
then individuals within family.
2.2. The model
A complete breeding cycle from the crosses to the selection
of the parents for the next cycle of crosses was followed. G × E
interaction, change of heritability over generations and epistasis were not considered. Mean breeding value of the grandparents was set to zero. An infinitesimal genetic model was
assumed.
Annual group merit (see below) was maximized – for most
scenarios that is equivalent to maximizing annual genetic gain
at a budget constraint per year and grandparent. At each testing time, the optimization was carried out by varying the number of parents per grandparent and the family size to fit into
the budget. With the fixed annual budget, the optimisation
searched for an optimum balance between testing fewer but
larger families and getting more gain from “within family selection” or testing more but smaller families and getting an
additional gain from “among family selection”. More details
about the concepts and mathematical framework are given on
the web and by Lindgren et al. (2008).
The selections are made for a selection index based on observed traits resulting in gain in the target trait (assumed the
value for forestry at mature age). To get quantitative gain estimates a reduction is needed to consider uncertainties in “value

for forestry”. The criterion of genetic progress is group merit
(Danusevičius and Lindgren, 2002), which is genetic gain with
diversity loss subtracted (Wei and Lindgren, 2001). For most
calculations in this study the value of the diversity loss was set
to zero and then the annual progress in group merit became
annual progress in genetic gain. The loss of gene diversity per
breeding cycle was kept constant at the grandparent-balance
strategy. However, the cycling time may vary and, thus, annual
gene diversity loss may vary.
The annual progress in Group Merit (GMannual , equal to annual gain for most cases as c = 0) was calculated. The gain
over a breeding cycle is the sum of the response to among and
within family selection:
GMannual =

(iw rw CVAmw + if rf CVAmf )rjm ru − cΘ
T CYCLE

(1)

where the indices w and f indicate within and among family selection, iw and if are among and within family selection
intensity (predicted selection response in standard deviation
units); rjm is juvenile-mature genetic correlation between the
observed trait and the “target trait”; CV Amw and CVAmf are coeﬃcients of variation in breeding value for the “target trait”
at mature age for within and among family selection; ru is
correlation between the “target trait” and the “real value for
forestry” as explained in Scenarios sub-section; c the weight
factor for the loss of gene diversity that converts the genetic
gain and diversity to the same scale; Θ is loss of gene diversity
per breeding cycle. For this study Θ = 0.01 (=0.5/50 considering that a Swedish compartment of the breeding population comprises 50 founders, Hannrup et al., 2007); T CYCLE is
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Table I. Parameter values for the main scenario A and the alternative scenarios. Scenario B values were the same as for scenario A except that
the number of parents per grandparent was 3 and annual budget per grandparent was 20.
Parameters
Additive variance (σ2A )a
Dominance variance in proportion of the additive variance (σ2D )b
Narrow-sense heritability (h2 ) (obtained by changing σ2E )c
Coeﬃcient of additive variation at mature age adjusted by the correlation between observed value
and value for forestry, % (CVAm )c
Number of grandparents (Ngandparents )c
Number of parents mated within each family and expressed per grandparent (p)
Weight for group coancestry
Breeding population size (NBP )
Time not used for testing, years (T not−testing )c
Testing time, years (T testing )c
The fixed costs per grandparent, “plants” (Cfixed )c
Cost of one parent, “plants” (Cparent )c
Cost of one test plant, “plants” (Cplant )c
Annual budget per grandparent, “plants” (the constraint)c
Annual genetic gain (or group merit), %

Main scenario
1
0.25
0.125
11

Alternative scenarios
1
0; 1
0.05; 0.2; 0.5; 1
5; 15

50
50
6
To be optimised
0
100
300
(= 50p)
5 (top-grafts)
4; 10 (grafts)
15
To be optimised
100
0; 200
50
0; 100
1
1
50
30; 40; 70; 100
To be maximized

a

The additive variance in the observed values used for selection. It is convenient to set the additive variance as 1 and to express the other variance
components as proportions of the additive variance.
b
The dominance variance makes up 25% of additive variance in a forest tree breeding population and is a rather typical value used in similar studies
(e.g. Danusevičius and Lindgren, 2002).
c
Values in the magnitude of those applicable to Swedish Scots pine breeding are used (Rosvall, 1999; Rosvall et al., 2002; Hannrup et al., 2007).

breeding cycle time in years; rf and rw is correlation between
true and predicted breeding values calculated for among and
within family selection. The expressions in formula (1) are
developed:

(2)
CVAmw = 0.5(1 − 1/m)CVAm


CVAmf = 0.25(1 + 1/m) 1 − 1/2PGPCVAm
(3)
√
0.5(1 − 1/m)σA
rw = 
(4)
(0.5σ2A + 0.75σ2D )(1 − 1/m) + σ2E
rf = 

√
0.25(1 + 1/m)σA
0.25σ2A(1

+ 1/m) +

0.25σ2D

+

0.75σ2D +σ2E
m

(5)

where σ2A is additive variance, σ2D is dominance variance; σ2E is
environmental variance (for observed traits, values in Tab. I);
PGP is number of candidate parents selected per grandparent;
m is oﬀspring family size.
The additive genetic variance was adjusted due to the limited numbers available for selection. Within a full sib family
(Eq. (4)), the additive variance is half and the dominance variance 3/4 of the total. The variance among the family means
is reduced in a small family. Additive variance among full
sib families (Eq. (5)) is half of that in a population for unrelated families but one quarter for cousin families, which share
grandparents. If parents come from the same full sib family
the variance in additive value among them is half of what it is
if parents come from unrelated full sibs. Small families widen
the among-family variation (Eq. (4)), but few selection options
(candidate parents) reduce the variance.

The optimisations were run with a fixed total cost (Ctotal )
expressed per breeding cycle and grandparent with “test
plants” as the cost units (one tested plant is one cost unit) as
follows:
Ctotal = Cfixed + (2PGP (2Cp + m))/4,

where

(6)

Cfixed is fixed cost per grandparent for the costs which are little dependent on the number of parents mated per grandparent: the costs of establishment, maintenance (including fencing) and measurements of the field trials and the costs of the
data analyses; Cp is cost of parents to be mated were assumed
to include costs of collecting of scions and grafting them for
further recombination and the costs of forming the new generation (mating and the related activities); m is oﬀspring family
size. The term (2Cp +m) expresses the cost of one family (Cp is
multiplied by 2, because 2 parents are used to create one family with SPM); PGP is the number of candidate parents selected
per grandparent.
An EXCEL-based deterministic simulator “Breeding Cycle
Analyser Wilhelm” sheet was used for this study. The sheet
with more detailed explanations can be found at www.mi.
lt/research.htm or http://www-genfys.slu.se/staﬀ/dagl/Breed_
Home_Page/

2.3. The scenarios
Two main scenarios A and B and a number of alterative scenarios were used in the optimization. Scenario A reflects the
present-day foreseen values for Scots pine breeding in Sweden
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Table II. Scenario A. Considerations of number of parents per grandparent (PGP ). This table is for variants of the main scenario where annual
cost per grandparent is 50 and PGP is variable. PF is the proportion of plants selected as parents for the breeding population.
Parameter (main scenario
value in parenthesis)

Value

Main scenario A (PGP = 6)
Additive variation coeﬃcient at mature age (11)
Dominance variance (0.25)

Narrow-sense heritability (0.125)

Fixed cost per grandparent (100)
Cost of parent (50)

Annual budget per grandparent (50)
Weight for group coancestry (0)***
Rotation age (70)

Table I
5
15
0
1
0.05
0.2
0.5
1
0
200
0
100
30
40
70
100
100
50
100

At optimum PGP
PGP
6∗∗
6
6
6.5
5.5
6.5
5.5
3
1.5
6.5
5.5
10.5
4.5
4
5
8
10
6
6
6

PF
0.010
0.010
0.010
0.011
0.009
0.011
0.009
0.004
0.002
0.010
0.010
0.012
0.010
0.013
0.011
0.009
0.007
0.010
0.010
0.010

Annual gain, %
0.275
0.125
0.375
0.294
0.239
0.221
0.311
0.439
0.694
0.281
0.269
0.295
0.260
0.244
0.262
0.293
0.310
0.275
0.325
0.222

% of optimum annual genetic gain at
the PPG given below
1∗
2
4
5
6
8
65
85
97
99
100
99
65
85
97
99
100
99
65
85
97
99
100
99
61
83
97
99
100
99
72
89
99
100
100
98
50
78
96
99
100
98
74
90
99
100
100
98
93
99
99
98
96
91
99
100
95
92
88
81
64
84
97
99
100
99
66
86
98
100
100
97
61
80
93
96
97
99
68
89
100
100
96
69
69
90
100
99
95
73
66
87
99
100
100
95
63
82
95
98
99
100
61
80
93
96
98
99
65
85
97
99
100
99
65
85
97
99
100
99
65
85
97
99
100
99

∗
Shows the unimproved strategy without the component of the among-family selection (equal number of parents and grandparents; corresponding to
phenotype-based selection).
∗∗
Main scenario PGP = 6 was the optimum value for PGP with the main scenario parameter values.
***
For this scenario diversity loss is penalized with c = 100, thus the “value” of the forest is 0 if group coancestry is 1.

Table III. Scenario B. Considerations of parents per grandparent (PGP ). Here the gain is given in percentage of that maximizing gain per year
for diﬀerent deviations from the optimal testing. “n.p.” means “value not possible”. PF is the proportion of plants selected as parents for the
breeding population.
Parameter (main
scenario in parenthesis)
Narrow-sense heritability (0.125)
Fixed costs per grandparent (100)
Cost of parent (50)

Annual budget per grandparent (20)

a

Value
Main scenario
0.05
0.2
0
200
0
100
10
30
40
50

At optimum PGP
PGP
3
3
2.5
3.5
2
6.5
2
1.5
4
5
6

PF
0.020
0.020
0.014
0.016
0.020
0.022
0.020
0.060
0.013
0.011
0.010

Annual gain, %
0.213
0.159
0.249
0.231
0.186
0.250
0.186
0.129
0.244
0.262
0.275

1a
74
61
82
71
80
64
83
98
69
66
65

% of optimum annual genetic gain at the
PPG given below
1.5
2
2.5
3
3.5
4
88
96
99
100
98
94
83
94
99
100
98
93
93
98
100 100
98
94
85
93
97
99
100 100
95
100
99
91
68
n.p.
78
85
90
94
96
97
97
100
90
n.p. n.p. n.p.
100 n.p. n.p. n.p. n.p. n.p.
82
90
95
98
99
100
79
87
92
95
97
99
77
85
90
93
96
97

6
n.p.
n.p.
n.p.
84
n.p.
n.p.
n.p.
n.p.
95
100
100

The base line parent balance strategy without the component of the among-family selection.

(Tab. I). Scenario B reflects a situation when the budget is
lower than anticipated today (Tab. III). When an alternative
value for any parameter was tested, all the other parameters
were kept at the main scenario values. The inputs were chosen
for their relevance to breeding of Scots pine in central Sweden.
A most likely value was set as the main scenario value (Tab. I)
and reasonable upper and lower limits for each value were

selected (Hannrup et al., 2007; Rosvall, 1999; Rosvall et al.,
2001).
The choice of a relevant juvenile-mature (J-M) correlation
function and relevant parameters of that function was discussed by many authors (e.g. reviews in Danusevičius and
Lindgren, 2004; Jansson et al., 2003). We used an average
of the J-M functions in Jansson et al. (2003) for pooled data
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Table IV. Testing time considerations. The testing time of 15 y was chosen for the main scenario. Here the annual group merit at some testing
times is presented as percentage of the test time maximizing group merit per year for diﬀerent deviations from the optimal testing. Annual gain
and annual group merit are identical unless group coancestry gets a weight, which it does not in the main scenario. While testing an alterative
parameter value, the other values are kept at the main scenario values (number of parents per grandparent is 6 (12 per family with SPM)).
% of optimum annual group merit gain
at the testing time given below
Alternative value
Testing time, years Annual gain, %
12 y 15 y
18 y
Main scenario
Main scenario testing time (15 y)
–
0.275
100 100
98
Main scenario
Optimum testing time
14
0.276
100 100
98
40
15
0.255
98 100
99
Weight for group coancestry (0)
100
17
0.226
95 99
100
50
12
0.332
100 98
95
Rotation age (70)
100
16
0.223
96 100
100
4
13
0.288
100 99
97
Time not used for testing per cycle (5)
10
16
0.229
98 100
100
Parameter (main scenario
value in parenthesis)

16
14

Optimum number of
parents per grandparent

b)

Cparent = 0

0.30
10.5

Cparent = 0

6

12

10.5

Annual gain, %

a)

Gain at optimum testing time

Cparent = 50

10
8

6
6
Cparent = 100
4

0.25

4.5

0.20

4.5

2

Cparent = 50

Cparent = 100

0

0.15
10

50

100

0

Annual budget per grandparent,
"plants"

2

4

6

8

10

12

14

16

Number of parents per
grandparent

Figure 2. Optimal number of parents per grandparent as a function of annual budget (a). Annual gain as a function of the number of parents
per grandparent (b). Three curves are shown for diﬀerent costs per parent (Cparent = 50 for main scenario). Optimum number of parents per
grandparent for the main scenario annual budget (50) are indicated by dots on the curves.

from progeny tests of Scots pine in southern Sweden. This
function was close to the most used function by Lambeth
(1980).
The coeﬃcient of additive variance in the northerly Scots
pine genetic tests averaged to 14% (Rosvall et al., 2001). To
consider limited number of sites with diﬀerent characteristics
(“correction for G × E”), the value of CVAm was adjusted for
the correlation between the “measured trait” and the “value
for forestry” (ru ) leading to ru CVAm value of 12.5%, it can
also be seen as a reduction of CVAm to make it applicable on
all sites (for Scots pine volume production at mature age, Rosvall et al., 2001). Results by Hannrup et al. (2007) may hint
on a marginally lower value. There are more factors reducing ru CVAm , although quantitative estimates has rarely – if at
all – been presented: (a) the testing sites do not represent actual future forest plantation sites and the tests are not managed
as forests; (b) the environments change not only geographically, but also among years including long-term changes as
global warming; (c) forest management and the value criteria change over time; (d) the accuracy of genetic entries are
not symmetric as assumed in the formulas; (e) CV is based on
the variation among the plus-tree progenies in tests, which in-

clude provenance variation, maternal eﬀects, epistasis, “aftereﬀects”, a variable amount of inbreeding and genetic disequilibrium; (f) CVAm is somewhat inflated in experiments as bad
progenies become outcompeted by good. In our study, the effects of the above listed factors are considered by reducing
ru CVAm to 11%.
The cost estimates (Tab. I) for the main scenario are derived
based on Scots pine breeding in Southern Sweden (Almqvist
2009; Hannrup et al., 2007). The main scenario testing time
was set to 15 y, which is close to optimum for a phenotypebased testing strategy (Danusevičius and Lindgren, 2002)
and operationally suggested for Scots pine in central Sweden
(Almquist, 2009).
3. RESULTS
3.1. Comparison between the parentand grandparent-balance strategies
The annual genetic gain (and annual Group merit) diﬀered
with a factor larger than two among the reasonably assumed
scenarios (Tabs. II to IV, Fig. 2b).
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In none of the alternative scenarios the traditional parentbalance strategy (number of parents per grandparent PGP = 1)
was superior to the grandparent-balance strategy with PGP > 1
(Tabs. II, III and Fig. 2b). For most scenarios, the genetic
gain by the parent-balance strategy was in the magnitude of
65% of the grandparent-balance strategy with PGP at its optimum (Tabs. II and III). Only when the heritability was unrealistically high or the annual budget extremely poor, the
parent-balance strategy was similar to the grand-parent balance, though it still was somewhat more eﬃcient with PGP =
1.5 (Tabs. II and III).
3.2. Number of parents per grandparent and the share
of the testing population used as parents
For the main scenario, the optimal number of parents per
grandparent (PGP ) was 6 (Fig. 2), which was used as a main
scenario value. The optimal PGP varied much with the cost
of the parent and the annual budget per grandparent (Tab. II,
Fig. 2). The optimal PGP rose almost linearly with the increasing budget (Fig. 2a). The optimal PGP became flatter with
cheaper parents (Fig. 2b).
For the main scenario A, PGP of 6 was a robust optimum,
as it gave at least 95% of the gain at the optimal PGP value for
all alternative scenarios, except when the heritability was high
(≥ 0.5) (which is not realistic) or when the annual budget is
low (< 30) (Tab. II). For the low-budget scenario B, PGP of 3
was more sensitive to the cost parameters and under the main
scenario values a non-optimality of more than 5% was obtained if the economical factors (fixed total cost or parent cost)
deviated reasonably from the standard assumptions (Tab. III).
Thus, the choice of PGP seemed more important when the budget was tight.
For the main scenario A, the proportion of the plants selected as parents in the testing population (PF) was mainly dependent on the annual budget and was little dependent neither
on the parental cost nor on the heritability (when reasonable
low) (Tabs. II and III). To select 1 percent of the experimental
plants as the parents seems a useful rule of thumb for all the
realistic scenarios, with exception of those where the budget
is the lowest. The proportion of the plants selected as parents
becomes low if the heritability is unusually high and it can be
high if the budget is low (Tab. III). It decreases slightly with
increasing budget at high budgets, but at low budgets it seems
to increase fast when the budget is decreased (Tab. III). The
Swedish breeding plan using the phenotypic selection strategy
roughly aims at selecting 50 from 10 000 individuals, thus,
around 0.5%, which seems reasonable close, but still suggests
that a somewhat larger breeding population may be motivated.
3.3. Testing time
The time for the measurements for the selection in field trials was 15 y in the main scenario A. Variations within a reasonable range in the weight for group coancestry, the rotation
time or the cycle time not used for testing did not make the
testing time of 15 y non optimal: maximum 2% of the annual

genetic gain were lost compared to the optimal testing time of
15 y (Tab. IV). Neither did another selection age in the interval 12–18 y cause more than 5% loss of the gain compared
to what was optimal within the model for all the parameters
varied. (Tab. IV).
4. DISCUSSION
4.1. Annual progress in breeding value
This study demonstrates that a marked gain in breeding eﬃciency can be obtained by applying balance among the grandparents instead of the parents at many situations in balanced
forest tree breeding. The main scenario A results in an annual
genetic gain below 0.3%, and no realistic scenario gives an
annual genetic gain above 0.4% (Tab. II). These annual gains
are lower than in the projections of the seed orchard gains
in the future (e.g. Lindgren et al., 2008). The annual gain is
not strongly dependent on the changes in the resources at the
main scenario values (Tabs. II and III). Thus increasing the
gain is not mainly a question of more resources. The genetic
gain over the foreseen rotation time (70 y) was in the magnitude of 20% and the assumed coeﬃcient of variation in the
genetic values among the trees in a stand was 14%, a higher
annual progress would mean that improved and non-improved
trees do not overlap and a still higher annual gain would increase the risk for significant side-eﬀects of breeding. As long
as the bred and the non-bred material overlaps, no important
surprises can be expected at a late stage. Such overlap exists
at the current improvement rates and makes breeding safe, but
faster improvement would make breeding less safe.
4.2. Relevance for breeding – earlier suggested
strategies and other species
When the costs and the time components are included into
the model, the phenotype-based testing strategy has the potential to be a major alternative for long-term breeding and is favored to progeny testing (Hannrup et al., 2007). We suggest
an improved and optimized version of the phenotype-based
testing with relaxed parental but restricted grandparental contributions, which increase its eﬃciency for 1/3. Danusevicius
and Lindgren (2002) suggested phenotypic pre-selection followed by progeny testing and selection of the best individuals
in each family based on their breeding values as a better alternative than either progeny testing or phenotypic selection. If
compared with the phenotype-testing at a reasonable budget,
the superiority of this two-stage testing method appeared to
be in the magnitude 20% of the annual group merit progress,
but when the penalty on the diversity loss at cycling may be
regarded high, and more recent consideration by the authors
make us suggest around 10% superiority is more applicable
to the circumstances relevant to Scots pine breeding. Phenotypic pre-selection followed by progeny testing may still be
improved by phenotypically pre-selecting individuals in the
better segments of the breeding stock and top-grafting them, so
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that they are available for pollination. If suitable pollen parents
can not be eﬀectively selected, crosses can instead be made
with poly-mixes which need not be among best general combiners as only the selection backwards among the pre-selected
is intended. A further alternative may be to make polycross
with the pollen mixes from the phenotypic selections, and later
make forward selections in the polycross progenies with fathers to be identified by markers. The combined strategy with
PGP = 6 and 1 percent of the tested plants selected on their
phenotype for mating at age around 15 seems recommendable,
and superior to the other breeding strategies earlier suggested
for Scots pine at the budget assumed.
Focus on this study is Scots pine in Sweden, but as inputs
are varied around a main scenario, approximate estimates for
other species and situations can be made. For instance, Norway spruce can be bred so clonal testing is central, thus a
“plant” corresponds to ten ramets of a clone. That means that
the heritability will be much higher and the budget (expressed
as plants) much lower, which will press the parents per grandparent close to one (Tab. II), the other influences are lower
fixed cost, lower parent cost and shorter rotation time, but the
influence of these factors seem less important. Thus “the conventional” way without an excess of parents per grandparent
seems good enough for Norway spruce breeding based on the
clonal tests.

4.3. Possible improvements of the grandparent-balance
strategy
The grandparent-balance can easily be combined with
positive assortative mating (Lstibùrek et al., 2004a,
2004b; Rosvall, 1999) or similar with stratified sublining (Ruotsalainen, 2002). The positive assortative mating
increases the range of the genetic values so the genotypes
used for mass multiplication in seed orchards become better,
even if the average breeding stock is not improved.
The concept of the grandparent balance strategy can be
widened in diﬀerent ways combining it with unbalances in
diﬀerent ways. A strategy could allow unbalance among the
grandparents, but keep the “eﬀective size” of the grandparents
constant. It can be widened to a strategy allowing unbalances
among the grandparents but compensate by a larger breeding
population with more representation of the better part of the
breeding stock (Lindgren, 2005). This can be done by introducing unbalances and combining that by using more grandparents in the breeding stock to compensate for the unbalance.
More crosses among the chosen parents can be made (the gain
calculations in this study assumed SPM), but once parents are
selected more crosses per parent may be claimed to be possible at a neglectable price (once the flowers and the pollen are
there, some more pollinations may appear trivial). With more
crosses per parent, the chance that the genes of a good parent
are lost because it happens to be mated by a bad one is reduced.
More crosses per parent would improve the accuracy of the estimated breeding value of that parent, and for use as the parents
to the seed orchards, a reliable estimate of the breeding value
may be requested besides that the estimated breeding value

is high. Thus, several crosses per parent are more important
for the assumed top ranking parents, which are more likely to
be the candidates for the seed orchards. The calculations suggest to first select the families based on their performance and
then the best phenotypes in the selected families, but higher
gain can be obtained by selecting parents on a combined index
weighting family values and individual families, the grandparent balance can still be maintained and actually the loss of
gene diversity could be marginally reduced if more families
were represented in the selection of the breeding population.
Unbalanced selection can probably be slightly superior to
the balanced selection (Rosvall, 1999; Sanchez, 2000) and
even if the balanced grandparent selection is used for ease and
transparency of calculations in this paper, we suggest applying
more unequal parent contributions than grandparent contributions rather than limiting the strategy to balanced grandparent
or founder contributions.
4.4. Relevance for breeding – mating system
and number of parents per grandparent
Probably the benefit of the grandparent-balance strategy
will rise if more than one mating per parent is made. The added
cost of having more full-sib families beyond the cost of parents
and the test plants seem almost neglectable.
The annual budget and the cost of parents were the major
factors to consider for the optimal share of the plants selected
in the testing population for the breeding population (Tabs. II
and III). PGP = 6 seems to be a good approximation for all
the scenarios considered except for variation in the budget and
parental costs. If the budget is increased, the optimum PGP
increases approximately proportionally (Fig. 2a). High heritability favours less unbalance and small PGP , but with the
heritability ranging from 0.05 to 0.2 (which seems most realistic for Scots pine breeding), PGP of 6 will be very close
to optimum for the main scenario assumptions on the budget
and the parent cost. The optimal share of the testing population selected for the breeding population was approximately
one percent for all realistic scenarios, with exception of those
where the budget was low.
For the strategy of initiating breeding program with access
to many potential founders, Lindgren et al. (1997) found that
the cost components were more critical than heritability, while
this study indicates the opposite (cf. Tab. II). In this study the
population is constrained by the number of the grandparents,
while in the former study there was an infinite source of unrelated parents and grandparents, which makes it important how
wide starting material can be aﬀorded.
Kerr et al. (1998) used an option 2, which is rather compatible with our study (except that an unbalance was accepted):
the reduction in group coancestry per generation was fixed to
0.017 and the number of the parents was 66–92, indicating a
parents-per-grandparent ratio around 2.5, which is close to the
value in scenario B in this study. The other options studied by
Kerr et al. (1998) result either in what is regarded as too fast
loss of group coancestry with a very limited advance in gain
or unrealistically many parents and less gain than option 2.
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Thus, the results by Kerr et al. (1998) seem compatible with
the findings of this study.
It may be worth to invest in techniques to reduce the costs
for production of parents (grafting and mating): the optimum
number of parents and the genetic gain become higher and it
becomes less important to hit an optimum than in case of expensive parents, which may allow flexibility for variable situations (Fig. 2b).
4.5. Relevance for breeding – time for matings
By top-grafting the selected genotypes can be operationally
available for artificial pollination. Flower stimulation can help
in producing the sexual structures. Jansson et al. (2003) based
on J-M correlations, estimated from 13 Scots pine progeny
tests, and economical considerations concluded on optimum
selection age of 10 to 15 y. A 15-years-old progeny trial of
Scots pine should generate suﬃciently mature Scots pine in
central Sweden to serve as females in crossing within a few
years after the grafting. Male flowering may need more mature
trees to get pollen from the majority and be less easy to stimulate. Based on own and others observations (not documented
here), male flowering is unlikely to occur in a major part of the
trees at ages around 17 and it would probably not be practical
to visit all experimental sites, thus selection intensity would be
reduced. The time window for male strobili collection in the
field trials with pollen mature enough for extraction but not yet
released is very short, just a few days, and it is probably logistically diﬃcult to arrange unless the field trial is conveniently
localized. It seems possible to get pollen as well as female
flowers from top grafts and it is probably more operationally
realistic to plan for pollen collection in that way, although the
option to collect in field trials can be kept in mind if grafting
fails or budget increases. In this study it has been assumed that
tree breeding is a synchronous activity when all actions happen
at the same time with the breeding stock. Reality is diﬀerent,
in Sweden Scots pine breeding is structured in 24 diﬀerently
targeted breeding populations. In those having F1 material in
field tests (and thus soon mature for selection of what is called
parents in this study) two third has not got all planned material out in field tests yet (Persson et al., 2008). Thus, diﬀerent
segments of the testing population are likely to be of diﬀerent
age and the crossings can be arranged so males are selected
when the majority of the trees get pollen (probably at age 20–
23). As a last escape if there are not enough pollen producing
trees is to pollinate the receptive females with a pollen mix for
progeny-testing instead, that strategy seems the second best alternative to the strategy analyzed in this study (Danusevičius
and Lindgren, 2004).
5. CONCLUSIONS
The strategy of using several times more parents than
grandparents has the potential of a substantial improvement
compared to a balanced strategy with equal number of parents
and grandparents. One percent of the plants in the recruitment
population selected for the breeding population is a suitable
number.
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